
CS2MJ3 Test 2 Fall 2006

Name Student No.

No aids allowed. Answer all questions on test paper. Use backs of sheets for scratch work.

Total Marks: 100

1. Show that the following language is context-free:[20]

{w#x| wR is a substring of x }.

Assume that the alphabet is {0, 1}, and wR is w “in reverse.” We say that y is a
substring of z, if z = ayb, for a, b ! {0, 1}!.

Solution: we give a PDA to recognize this language. It pushes w on the stack (so
the last symbol is on top, i.e., it appears there “in reverse”). When # appears, start
popping wi’s o! the stack, comparing to a substring of x (non-deterministically choose
beginning of substring). If there is a mismatch, or machine runs out of x, reject.
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2. Convert the following CFG into an equivalent CFG in Chomsky Normal Form.[20]

A "# BAB |B | !
B "# 00 | !

Solution: The assumption is that A is a start variable, so A "# ! is ok. Now eliminate
B "# !, and modify the RHS of A to obtain A "# BAB|BA|AB|A|B|!. Eliminate unit
rules, so A "# A|B gets the boot and we add A "# 00. Finally, replace A,B "# 00
by A,B "# UV,U "# 0, V "# 0, and replace A "# BAB by A "# WB, W "# BA.
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3. Show that if G is a CFG in Chomsky Normal Form, then for any string w ! L(G) of[20]
length n $ 1, exactly 2n " 1 steps are required for any derivation of w.

Solution: In the first stage of the derivation we get S
(n"1)% V1V2 . . . Vn. No matter how

we do this (i.e., in what order and what variables) it is (n " 1) steps. In the second
stage in n steps we replace each Vi by wi. Total 2n " 1 many steps.
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4. Use the Pumping Lemma for CFL to show that the following language is not CF:[20]

{w#x| w is a substring of x }

Assume that the alphabet is {0, 1}. (See question 1 for the definition of a substring.)

Solution: First, let s = 0p1p#0p1p. This string is obviously in the language, and p is
the pumping length. Let s = uvxyz, and consider all the cases:

(a) vxy is to the left of #, so we pump up to get the left side to be bigger than the
right side.

(b) vxy is to the right of #, so we pump down to get the right side to be smaller than
the left side.

(c) vxy is straddling the middle, i.e., it contains #. If # is in vy, we pump down, so it
dispappears. If # is in x, we do one of the following: (i) v &= !, so we pump up, (ii)
y &= !, so we pump down. We know, since vy &= ! that at least one case is true.
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5. Let G be a CFG in Chomsky Normal Form that contains b variables. Show that if G[20]
generates some string with a derivation having at least 2b+1 many steps, then L(G)
must be infinite.

Solution: If it generates a string with at least 2b+1 steps, then by question 3 the string
is at least 2b+1+1

2 > 2b + 1
2 , and since length is always an integer, the string is of length

at least 2b + 1. Thus, the parse tree must have height at least (b+ 1), so there is a path
from the root to a terminal with (b + 2) many nodes on it, and since the last node is a
terminal, there is a path with at least (b + 1) many variables. This implies that some
variable repeats. Now, as in the proof of the PL, we pump the string up for all i, and
get an infinite language.
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